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Adding Your Subjects:

 Classes tab  New Class button

Adding Your Subjects and Classes
This section describes the initial setup phase
for an ExitTicket user. Before you launch your
first assessment, we’ll enter your class
information. We can add your students into
your class too. You don’t have to do that:
Students can create an account and join your
session during class too.

Adding Your Subjects and Classes:

 Classes tab

This changes the view to fit a projector,
removing student names and other functions.
The option to switch into Projector Mode is only
available on pages meant for the whole class to
see.

See upcoming assessments and
review past assessment results

This User Guide lives here

View your school’s
information, including
the courses you teach
and the individual
classes in each
subject

View the class’s details,
and assessments
Customize your home
screen with performance
charts and lists
Edit class information

Adding Your Subjects and Classes:

 Classes tab  New Class button

If this is your first class, you need to
enter the course information. (the ID
numbers are optional)

or…
If you have already entered the
course information for this
new class, you can select the
content-area from the listing

Adding Your Subjects and Classes:

 Classes tab  Course/Class Editor link

View My Schools in your account menu
will bring you to your course/class listing

Don’t delete a class when it’s
over. Just mark it inactive so
it’s off your home page

If you have very young students
or little class time, you can add
your students manually. You can
also use this link to show the
code students can use to join
your class

You can also add
your classes and
courses from this
page

Creating an Assessment
Once you have added the subjects you teach
and the class periods to your account, you’re
ready to create and issue your first
assessment.

Creating an Assessment:

 Classes tab  View class  New Assessment

A fast assessment perfect for a
spur-of-the moment check

Ideal for assessing retention
from previous classes
Ungraded accompaniment to
direct instruction or reinforcing
new concepts
more types of assessments are available in the app store

You can also create an assessment from
inside a single class, (you can still make the
assessment available to other periods)

Creating an Assessment:

 New Assessment  Launch editor

If the Learning Targets app is enabled, you can use
this tab to link the entire assessment to a standard,
(or link individual questions to standards in the
Questions tab)

You can make the assessment
available for a single day or over a
window of time

Add questions in this tab

Unique titles will make it easier to find
your content in your library

If you plan to review the questions in order,
randomizing for all your students is not
advised

Timers do not close or end a
ticket automatically, it just
displays the time to keep
students on track

Check which class will be taking this
assessment. By default, it will be hidden from
students until you mark it VISIBLE

Creating an Assessment:

 New Assessment  Questions tab  Multiple Choice

Add questions here
Duplicate this question

Drag-and-drop to reorder the
questions
The Math Editor is not turned on so
there are no controls to add
equations at present

Select the bullet of the correct
answer, there can be only one
correct answer in a Multiple
Choice question

Remember to think of tempting incorrect answers, that not only test
students’ skills but will also provide hints of where they went off track

Link to a Learning Target

(available if LT App is active)

Creating an Assessment:

 New Assessment  Questions tab  Free Response

Link to a Learning Target
(available if LT App is active)

Several correct answers can be designated
and separated by a semi-colon
Example: 42;forty-two;40+2

Creating an Assessment:

 New Assessment  Quicket

Select a single class that
will be taking this
Quicket

You have the option of
adding text to the
question. Otherwise, the
directions are given orally

Create multiple
questions

Timer does not automatically end
the Quicket, simply provides a visual
cue

Takes you directly
to the Heatmap

Creating an Assessment:

 Calendar tab

View your upcoming and previous
tickets. Previous tickets will load the
results while selecting upcoming
tickets will edit the assessment

Using ExitTicket During Class
You’ve got your subjects and class periods
added and you’ve created an assessment.
Next, we’ll start your assessment on the
projector and show you how to observe the
results from the Heatmap. We’ll also show
students how to join your session.

Using ExitTicket During Class:

 Projector Mode

If you have a computer connected to a
projector, let’s turn it on and put the
assessment on display

To access my
assessment, I can
View my class and see
the assessments
listed there
…or….
I can pull up the
Classes &
Assessments pane
and select the
assessment from the
list

Using ExitTicket During Class:
Reteach tab is one of ExitTicket’s
most powerful features. Making timely
corrections and review is a critical
aspect to success

 Projector Mode Start assessment

The Add Student button in
Projector Mode will display
instructions for the class to
follow along and join up

In Projector Mode, names are changed to
students’ randomly generated ID. You can change
this preference in Settings

Using ExitTicket During Class:
View list of assessments
so you can duplicate,
delete, edit or review

 View class  Start assessment

Switch between classes

View this class’s results by
time or by Learning Target
(if that app is active)

View the student list, arrange
your seating create
differentiated groups (if the
Groups app is active)

Start assessment
Heatmap

Using ExitTicket During Class:
(you can’t switch between
classes from the Heatmap)

By default the
students are
arranged by seat,
but you can toggle
an option to sort
alphabetically, by
score, or by time of
response

 Start assessment  Heatmap

Remote control what the class
sees from the computer running
the projector

Toggle whether or not students can see
the assessment from their accounts

Using ExitTicket During Class:
Tap the number to see the
question or even change
which is the correct answer

Ask students to predict
the overall average of the
assessment. It gets them
thinking metacognitively

View the list of students in
need of additional support

Tap on a name to see what
answers the students
selected (you can change
their answer for them if, for
example, they made an
honest mistake and
selected the wrong answer)

 Start assessment  Heatmap

Remote control what the
class sees from the
computer running the
projector

Notice how this corner of the classroom has
several struggling students and one that
hasn’t even started the assessment? You
may want to consider rearranging the class

Using ExitTicket During Class:

 Start assessment  Manual Grading (Beta) tab

The Manual Grading tab is currently only available for an active assessment. Once
completed, you cannot access this tab. However, you can still edit an assessment
and change the correct answer from the Assessments tab (next page)

Tap on an answer to view the
response and override whether it
is correct or incorrect

You can also read an
extended response from
this window

Using ExitTicket During Class:

 View class  Assessments tab

Edit the assessment

Duplicate the assessment, it
can be very helpful to have
students retake a short
assessment after the Reteach

Checking Results and Collaboration
You can do so much more than set up classes
and create tickets. Let’s delve into results and
gain insight into our students’ comprehension.
We can also share content across our school,
our district, or the Internet.

Checking Results & Collaboration:
When Learning Targets are enabled in the
ET App Center, you can switch between a
scores sorted assessments or by skills

 View class  Scorebook tab

Switch between classes

Standards are broken
down into
incremental stages
known as Learning
Targets. By linking
questions to
Learning Targets, you
can get this powerful
view of what your
students understand

Click on students for individual information

Export the scorebook
as a .CSV file

Checking Results & Collaboration:

 Calendar tab select completed assessment

Selecting a completed assessment in your Calendar
or your Assessment tab will bring up a display similar
to the Heatmap.

Switch between
Questions to see the
content and the
breakdown of your
students’ answers

Selecting a student
will not display that
individual’s selected
answers –as it does
in the Heatmap–
instead, it will bring
you to their Student
Scorebook

Export scores into a CSV spreadsheet
(helpful when reading extended responses)

Checking Results & Collaboration:
Filter results to make
finding content easier

 Item Bank

Switch between your
content and shared content

By default your tickets are not shared,
you can make them available at any of
these levels in Settings & Preferences

View
information
about the
questions

One button to
copy the ticket
into your
library

Checking Results & Collaboration:
Modify your subscription to optional
apps as well as your billing information

 My Account Settings & Preferences

Change the privacy settings on your
content so others can access your library

If you ask students to put down their devices
for long periods of time before resuming their
assessment, it may be advised to extend the
time it takes to log students out

Change the grading scale
and how ExitTicket
weights different types of
assessments. You can
also change the terms
ExitTicket uses such as
“Learning Target” and
“Standards” to better
match your organization

Using the ET App Center
The ET App Center allows users to install
additional tools. These apps increase the
selection of available tickets, allow users to
link questions to learning targets, enable
differentiated groups for your tickets, and
recognize and reward students that are on a
“hot streak” of correct answers.

Using the ET App Center:
Select an app to
activate / deactivate
the additional tools

 App Center
When you subscribe to one of these optional
apps, you can add more to your subscription
without re-submitting your billing information

The standards-based scorebook
is enabled when you activate
this app, configure your
Learning Targets and then link
your questions to the concept
they assess

Using the ET App Center:

 Course/Class Editor  Edit Learning Targets
The Edit Learning Targets button is in
your school’s information, visible if the
Learning Targets app is activated

Typically units or state standards are on the
first level and the “unpacked” learning
targets are sub-topics

Import a set of Learning
Targets from a file or
from the Common Core
database

Share this list
with your
colleagues

Still in
development

This list will now be available so you can link whole tickets or individual questions
to the Learning Target they represent

Using the ET App Center:

 New Assessment  Questions tab  Standards sub-tab

While you can link the entire assessment to a Learning Target, you can get even more
specific by linking each question to the skill it represents

Using the ET App Center:

 View class  Students tab  Groups sub-tab

Edit group
names

Simply drag and drop your students into
the desired group

Add a new group, these
allow you to assign
different questions to
different groups, helping
you differentiate your
lessons or introduce
team competitions

Using the ET App Center:

 New Assessment  Questions tab  Sort By Groups

When creating a ticket, select Sort By Groups to assign different
questions for each group

You can see the different
groups for every class
you selected to go with
this assessment

There’s so much more…
Thank you for taking the time to explore ExitTicket. These features
are just the surface. The real power is in the clever implementation
strategies that leverage real-time feedback and comprehension
data. The best way to tap this potential is to work with a team. We
can help you build one at your school or welcome you on to our
own team of international teachers.
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